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BENEFICIARY DESIGNATIONS: 
 

THINGS TO CONSIDER 
 

We often have to explain to our clients how important it is for them to get 

their beneficiary designations right. For many of our clients, beneficiary 

designations will control the distribution of more liquid wealth than any 

other estate-planning document. 

 

Mistakes with regard to beneficiary designations are too common. Some 

errors are made at the time of purchase of the financial products, and 

others arise when circumstances change. Either type of mistake creates a 

possibility that a substantial portion of a lifetime of wealth will end up in the 

wrong hands after death. 

 

In a number of recent beneficiary designation-related court cases, litigation 

could have been avoided with something as simple as changing the 

beneficiary form. Here’s a quick summary of two such cases. 

 

West Coast Life v. Clarke is a recent California case.  Jeffrey and Glenda 

Clarke married in 1998. In 1999, the Clarkes took out a policy on Jeffrey’s 

life to protect Glenda in case he died. Glenda was named the primary 

beneficiary. 

 

Glenda and Jeffrey separated on November 17, 2007, and their divorce 

became final almost five years later on November 16, 2012. Unfortunately, 

Jeffrey died eight days later on November 24, 2012, without ever changing 

the named beneficiary to his policy. 

 

In May 2009, while they were separated but before the divorce, Jeffrey filled 

out and signed a change of beneficiary form for the single-life policy and 

gave it to his sister, Kathleen, to file with West Coast Life. The form 

designated Kathleen as the primary beneficiary of the policy. However, 

Kathleen waited until two months after Jeffrey’s death to submit the form to 

West Coast Life. 

 

Who should be entitled to the death proceeds? The court said the original 

beneficiary—Jeffrey’s ex-wife Glenda—should get the death benefit. The 

change in beneficiary form was submitted too late to be effective. 
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Kowalski v. Jackson National is a Florida case where a simple change of 

beneficiary designation would have helped avoid litigation at the very least. 

Edward and his wife Lisa purchased life insurance on the life of Edward’s 

mother, Florence, in 1992. Edward was listed as sole beneficiary to the 

policy, and from the time the contract was issued until 2008, Edward and 

Lisa made all the premium payments. 

 

In 2008, Edward predeceased his mother, and Lisa became the policy owner. 

From 2008 through 2011, Lisa made all the premium payments on the policy 

and took out a $50,000 loan against the policy. Unfortunately, she never 

changed the designated beneficiary from her late husband to herself. 

 

Florence died in 2011 when Edward was still listed as the primary 

beneficiary to the policy. The terms of the contract provided that if the 

beneficiary predeceases the insured, the proceeds are paid to the estate of the 

insured—Florence in this case. 

 

By the terms of the policy, the death benefits should go to Florence’s estate, 

but should Lisa, who, along with her husband, paid all the policy premiums, 

be entitled to the proceeds?  The court ruled that the insured’s daughter-in-

law should get the death benefit.  Is that what was intended when the policy 

was issued?  We can’t be sure. 

 

Have you named the correct beneficiaries for all of your financial products, 

such as life insurance or annuities?  Have your circumstances changed?  

When was the last time you checked your beneficiary designations? 

 

 

AS ALWAYS, PLEASE FEEL FREE TO CALL TO DISCUSS THESE 

OR OTHER FINANCIAL SECURITY ISSUES OF CONCERN. 
 

 

 

Any discussion pertaining to taxes in this communication (including 

attachments) may be part of a promotion or marketing effort. As 

provided for in government regulations, advice (if any) related to 

federal taxes that is contained in this communication (including 

attachments) is not intended or written to be used, and cannot be used, 

for the purpose of avoiding penalties under the Internal Revenue code. 

Individuals should seek advice based on their own particular 

circumstances from an independent tax advisor. 
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